Lauren Meadows and Alex Bedford
introduce
|

In conjunction with

Developing teachers to be the
outstanding professionals they aspire to
A partnership that is unapologetically ambitious.
|
A curriculum that is knowledge and vocabulary rich.
|
Teaching sequences that are fully resourced.
|
Practice that is evidence informed.
|
A partnership that professionally grows and invests in teachers.
|
Our annual subscription fees are very low because
we believe in sustaining best practice with schools.
www.unity-curriculum.co.uk

Where did it begin?
Teaching
Principles of instruction; making vocabulary explicit

Science
Retrieval Practice

Geography

Interleaving

Cognitive Load Theory
Spaced Retrieval Practice

Word generation

History
Learning
Generative learning; impactful practice and task design

CUSP in brief
AVOIDS complacency

The ambition of our partnership is to provide
schools with intelligent, practical and
impactful resources.

Pays ATTENTION to evidence
informed practice

Integrated and systematic use of research and
excellence from the classroom gives teachers worked
and real examples to refine their craft.

LEARN more, REMEMBER more, DO more
Our evidence-informed approach to curriculum design, teaching
sequences, retrieval practice, spaced retrieval practice, importance of
memory and schemata as well as lesson by lesson knowledge notes,
inspires pupils and brings about success.

Why the need for CLUSP?
Structure and identity

Subject knowledge

Cohesion and sequencing

Breadth and depth

Tools to build the house

Workload and variation

Principles
• Create a shared identity built on evidence about what works
• Provide teachers with the tools to do the job so that they can
concentrate on teaching
• Reduce the variation in quality of offer within and between schools
• Ensure depth, breadth and excellence in the diet for every pupil
• Align with the CogSci principles of CUSP

Writing

Long term Writing overview (unsequenced)
Unit 1

Unit 2

Unit 3

Unit 4

Unit 5

Unit 6

Unit 7

Unit 8

Year 1

Setting
descriptions
2 x 2 weeks

Stories with
familiar settings
2 x 3 weeks

Instructional
writing
2 x 2 weeks

Recount from
personal
experience
2 x 2 weeks

Informal letters
2 x 2 weeks

Shape poems and
calligrams 2 x 1
weeks

Poetry – pattern
and rhyme
2 x 1 week

Poetry on a theme
(nature)
2 x 1 week

28 weeks

Year 2

Character
descriptions
2 x 2 weeks

Simple retelling of
a narrative
2 x 3 weeks

Stories from other
cultures 2 x 3
weeks

Recount from
personal
experience
2 x 2 weeks

Nonchronological
report 2 x 3 weeks

Formal invitations
2 x 2 weeks

Poems
developing
vocabulary 2 x 1
week

Poetry on a theme
(humorous)
2 x 1 week

34 weeks

Year 3

First person
narrative
descriptions
2 x 2 weeks

Third person
narrative (animal
stories) 2 x 3
weeks

Dialogue through
narrative
(historical stories)
2 x 3 weeks

Formal letters to
complain 2 x 2
weeks

Nonchronological
report 2 x 3 weeks

Advanced
instructional
writing
2 x 2 weeks

Performance
poetry to include
poems from other
cultures 2 x 1
week

Poetry on a theme
(emotions)
2 x 1 week

34 weeks

Year 4

First person diary
entries
(imaginative) 2 x 2
weeks

Third person
adventure stories
2 x 3 weeks

Stories from other
cultures 2 x 3
weeks

Newspaper
reports 2 x 2
weeks

Persuasive writing
(adverts)
2 x 2 weeks

Explanatory text 2
x 2 weeks

Narrative poetry
2 x 2 weeks

Poems which
explore form 2 x 1
week

34 weeks

Year 5

Third person
stories set in
another culture
2 x 3 weeks

Shakespeare
(playscripts and a
simple retelling)
2 x 2 weeks

Dialogue in
narrative (first
person myths and
legends)
2 x 3 weeks

Balanced
argument
(2 x 2 weeks)

Biography 2 x 3
weeks

Formal letters of
application
2 x 2 weeks

Poems that use
word play ( 2 x 1
week)

Poems which
explore form 2 x 1
week

34 weeks

Year 6

First person
stories with a
moral
2 x 2 weeks

Extended third
person narrative
(adventure
stories) 2 x 3
weeks

Newspaper
reports
2 x 2 weeks

Explanatory texts
2 x 2 weeks

Autobiography
2 x 2 weeks

Discursive writing
and speeches
2 x 2 weeks

Shakespeare
(sonnets) 2 x 1
weeks

Poems that create
images and
explore
vocabulary
(War poetry)
2 x 1 week

30 weeks

How does this align with CUSP?

Stimulus: The
reason for writing,
the context in which
you are writing

Model: High-quality
example or
examples of the text
type

CUSP: NC units

Writing curriculum

Year 4: Sequenced overview
Autumn term
Flexible block
1 week

Third person
adventure stories
3 weeks

Newspaper reports
2 weeks

First person diary
entries (imaginative)
2 weeks

Poems which explore
form
1 week

Persuasive writing
(adverts)
2 weeks

Stories from other
cultures
3 weeks

No CUSP link

CUSP link:
Introduce habitats

CUSP link:
Anglo Saxon and Viking
struggle for England

CUSP link:
Viking invasion

No CUSP link
Text based

No CUSP link
Text based

CUSP link:
World locations and grid
references

Spring term
Poems which explore
form
1 week

Explanatory texts
2 weeks

Flexible block
1 week

Narrative poetry
2 weeks

Stories from other
cultures
3 weeks

Persuasive writing
(adverts)
2 weeks

Flexible block
1 week

No CUSP link
Text based

CUSP link:
Human digestion

No CUSP link

No CUSP link
Text based

CUSP link:
Identify World countries

CUSP link:
Constructing electrical
systems

No CUSP link

Summer term
Newspaper reports
2 weeks

First person diary entries
(imaginative)
2 weeks

Explanatory texts
2 weeks

Narrative poetry
2 weeks

Third person adventure stories:
3 weeks

CUSP link:
Achievements of Ancient Egyptians

CUSP link:
Archaeologists and Tutankhamun

CUSP link:
States of matter

No CUSP link
Text based

No CUSP link
Text based

What is the structure?

Diagnostic
assessment

Text type
specifications

Personal recount
Autumn 1st half

Personal recount
Spring 1st half

Week 1

Week 2

Week 1

Week 2

Explicit skills
teaching and
Isolated writing
encounters

Complete extended
cycle – assess gaps
(plan forwards)

Explicit skills
teaching and
Isolated writing
encounters

Complete extended
cycle – assess gaps
(plan forwards)

1. Identify the context,
purpose and audience

6. Internalise your text
and its components

7. Record your writing,
reading it aloud
regularly

8. Edit your writing
2. Immerse pupils in
quality models

5. Insert your own
content

As you go
For meaning
Secretarially
For impact

3. Use worked
examples to instruct
and model key
conventions

4. Create a clear outline
of the structure

9. Evaluate your writing
against its intended
purpose

The extended cycle

A sneak
preview…

Vocabulary curriculum

Knowledge
notes

Exemplification

So what?
• Better cohesion
• Focus on vocabulary
• Long term learning
• Quality modelling
• Improved subject knowledge
• Depth teaching
• Meaningful connections

Reading

Monday
Week 1 Class reader

Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Extract based teaching Extract based teaching Multiple text study, inc.
Class reader
• Reading fluency
• Reading fluency
• Timed practice
• Explicit vocabulary • Explicit vocabulary • Explicit vocabulary • Explicit vocabulary
instruction
instruction
instruction
instruction
• Summarising/
• Retrieval skills
• Retrieval skills
• Retrieval skills
comparing/
predicting
Week 2 Class reader
Extract based teaching Extract based teaching Multiple text study, inc.
Class reader
• Reading fluency
• Reading fluency
• Timed practice
• Explicit vocabulary
• Explicit vocabulary • Explicit vocabulary • Explicit vocabulary
instruction
instruction
instruction
instruction
• Inference skills
• Summarising/
• Inference skills
• Inference skills
comparing/
predicting

Friday
Class reader
•
•
•

Understanding
themes
Authorial intent
Personal response

Class reader
•
•
•

Understanding
themes
Authorial intent
Personal response

KS1
Week 1

Day 1
• Reading fluency
• Explicit vocabulary
instruction
• Summarising/ predicting

Day 2
• Reading fluency
• Explicit vocabulary
instruction
• Retrieval/ sequencing

Week 2

•
•

•
•

•

Reading fluency
Explicit vocabulary
instruction
Inference

•

Reading fluency
Explicit vocabulary
instruction
Personal response/
Understanding themes

Daily Phonics teaching

Underpinned by…
• Progression of core domains
• Suggested lesson structure
• Evidence informed approach to prosody training
• Evidence informed approach to vocabulary instruction
5 mins
Engaging with the
text Reading
fluency/timed
practice

5 mins
Vocabulary
instruction:
Read, Define,
Analyse, Use,
Connect

5 mins
Teacher
modelling the
main skill or
focus of the
lesson

10-15 mins
Independent application of the skill to the text, orally or in
writing
Addressing common errors or misconceptions
Continued instruction where required

Supported by…
• Weekly learning sequences
• Pre-coded proportionate questions
• High-quality extracts
• Diverse and ambitious literature spine
• Response frameworks

The offer in full
•
•
•

•
•

Reading
Curriculum structure
and outline
Long term overview
Y1-6 weekly
planning including
pre-coded questions
Literature Spine
Published extracts

•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•

Writing
Curriculum structure •
and outline
Long term overview
Y1-6 weekly
•
planning including
pre-coded questions
Model texts
Ingredients for
•
Success checklists
Text convention
Knowledge Notes

Extensive CPD library for subject knowledge
Extensive CPD library for implementation

VGPS
VGPS Programme of •
Study with key
concept definitions
Long term sequence
for introduction,
revisiting and
consolidation
•
Content mapped
into the Writing
curriculum

Vocabulary
Unity Plus
Vocabulary
curriculum for
etymology,
morphology and
idioms
Unity Plus
Vocabulary
curriculum for the
language of
emotion, life and
character

On demand CPD library
Reading

Writing

VGPS

Vocabulary

Implementation:

Implementation:

Implementation:

Implementation:

1.

1.

1.

1.

2.
3.
4.

Understanding the curriculum
structure
Using the skeleton plans
Implementing the literature spine
Making the best use of the Applied
Reading tasks

2.
3.
4.

Understanding the curriculum
structure
Using the skeleton plans
Implementing the Knowledge
Notes
Making the best use of the
Applied Writing tasks

2.
3.
4.

Understanding the curriculum
structure
VPGS in Writing
Using discrete teaching wisely
Approaches to Spelling

CPD:

CPD:

CPD:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

1.

6.
7.
8.

Developmental stages in Reading
Pure Phonics subject knowledge
Best practice in Phonics teaching
Developing Reading Fluency
The three umbrellas of Reading
comprehension
Reading and the wider curriculum
Promoting a positive Reading culture
Assessment for Impact in Reading

Developmental stages in Writing
The importance of Oracy
Transforming transcription
Sentence composition
Composing cohesive texts
Four steps to editing heaven
Writing and the wider curriculum
Assessment for Impact in Writing

2.
3.

4.
5.

2.
3.

Understanding the
curriculum structure
Planning explicit vocabulary
instruction
Using the CUSP Vocabulary
modules

CPD:

Securing punctuation – subject 1.
knowledge focus
Securing tenses – subject
knowledge focus
Securing grammatical structures 2.
and terms – subject knowledge
focus
Successful Spelling – pedagogy
Successful Spelling – subject
knowledge

Why Words Matter –
principles and practices of
explicit vocabulary
instruction
Metacognitive scripting –
how to frame complex
explanations

How would we support you?
1. Remote or on site CPD for introducing the structure and principles for
delivery of each component
2. Termly remote subject leader mentoring
3. Two monitoring visits a year
4. Option to broker additional bespoke support on an individual or group
basis (including induction to the programmes for NQTs/RQTs or new to
school teachers)
5. Digital on demand CPD library for Subject Knowledge and Pedagogy

Built on evidence
• CogSci principles of CUSP
• Spaced practice for retention
• English Mastery – EEF
• Prosody Training – Prof. Tim Rasinski & Herts for Learning impact study
• Multi-faceted approach to vocabulary instruction – Cain & Oakhill
• The impact of pace – KS2 and GCSE test analysis
• Domain-led proportionate practice – Test frameworks

Early Impact Review:
Independent Structured Inquiry, Dec 2020

What problems does this solve?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Subject Knowledge
Identity and cohesion
Variation in quality of offer
Teacher workload
Quality of models
Breadth, depth and richness of offer
Agility in provision
Personalised Professional Growth
Quality curriculum connections

Join us next time for more detail on…
• Reading approach and resources
• Vocabulary curriculum
• VGPS Programme of Study
• Implementation Support
• Impact studies

Timescales
Already available or
in progress

VGPS Programme of
Study and sequence

Unity Plus Vocabulary
Impact review in early
Curriculum (language adopter schools
of life, emotion and
(Dec 2020)
character Spring 2021)

Writing curriculum
timeline

December 14th 2020

March 18th 2020

June 30th 2020

Spring term suite
complete for Writing

Summer term suite
complete

Autumn term suite
complete

Reading
curriculum
timeline

December 2020

March 11th 2021

June 23rd 2021

December 1st
2021

Core literature
spine published

Summer term
suite complete

Autumn term
suite complete

Spring term suite
complete

Initial fees & annual subscription - January 2021
In general, we have assumed:
Rural school: up to 60 pupils.
60 -150 pupils
Small school:
Medium school: 150 - 300 pupils.
300+ pupils
Large School:
A small annual subscription will be invoiced
one year after the joining date to access
updates, new modules and learning
sequences, CPD and and website access:

COMMUNICATION AND LANGUAGE WITH UNITY SCHOOLS PARTNERSHIP

Rural school:
£100
Small school: £200
Medium school: £300
Large School: £400

New Single School purchasing CUSP only = agreed pricing above.
For example, a small school purchasing CUSP = £2,250
New Single School purchasing CLUSP only = agreed pricing above.
For example, a small school purchasing CUSP = £2,250
New Single School purchasing CUSP and CLUSP = 10% off each element.
For example, a small school purchasing CUSP = £2,025 and CLUSP = £2,025
Existing CUSP school purchasing CLUSP = 20% discount
For example, a small school purchasing CLUSP = £1,800

MAT purchases CUSP only = agreed MAT pricing above
For example, a MAT with 3 small schools purchases CUSP = £1,800 per
school
MAT purchases CUSP and CLUSP= agreed MAT pricing above
For example, a MAT with 3 small schools purchases CUSP (£1,800 per
school) and CLUSP (£1,800 per school).

For more information and examples please visit
www.unity-curriculum.co.uk
or contact:
Alex or Lauren
abedford@unitysp.co.uk greenfieldseducation@outlook.com

Tweeters:
please send kind words to
@baronbedford and @GreenfieldsEdu

